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On the Existence of Optimum Cyclic 
Burst-Correcting Codes 
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MEMBER, IEEE, AND HENK C. A. VAN TILBORG, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE 
Abstraci-It is shown that for each integer b 2 1 infinitely many 
optimum cyclic b-burst-correcting codes exist, i.e., codes whose length n, 
redundancy r, and burst-correcting capability b, satisfy n = 2r-h+1 - 1. 
Some optimum codes for b = 3,4, and 5 are also studied in detail. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
I N THIS PAPER, a binary code is called a b-burst-cor- recting code if it can correct any single cyclic burst of 
length b, or less. If C is an [n, n - r] b-burst-correcting 
code, then the syndromes corresponding to the different 
cyclic bursts of lengths I b should be nonzero and dis- 
tinct. Since there are n2b-’ different cyclic bursts of length 
up to b, it follows that 2’ 2 1 + n2’-‘. Abramson [l] 
noted that this inequality, along with the fact that n is an 
integer, implies 
n 2 2r-b+l - 1. O-1) 
A b-burst-correcting code which satisfies (1.1) with equality 
is said to be optimum. In this paper we will show that for 
every value of b, an infinite number of opt imum cyclic 
codes exists. From (1.1) it follows that an optimum code 
has length n = 2” - 1, where m  = r - b + 1. The Rieger 
inequality r 2 2b [2], which holds for linear b-burst-cor- 
recting codes containing more than one codeword, implies 
that m  2 b + 1. 
From now on, we will consider only optimum cyclic 
codes. It is well-known that if p(x) is a primitive poly- 
nomial of degree m, then it generates an optimum one- 
burst-correcting code, which is simply a Hamming code. 
Abramson [3] has proved that (1 + x)p(x), where p(x) is 
a primitive polynomial of degree m  2 3, generates an 
optimum two-burst-correcting code. In [l], Abramson 
noted that (1 + x + x*)p(x), where p(x) is a primitive 
polynomial of even degree m  2 4 satisfying 1 + x = xa 
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(mod p(x)) for a f 2 (mod 3), generates an optimum 
three-burst-correcting code. He exhibited such codes for 
m  = 4,6,8,10 and conjectured that they exist for every even 
m  2 4. 
Elspas and Short [4] have stated necessary conditions on 
the generator polynomials of opt imum burst-correcting 
codes. These conditions are stated in Theorem 1. First we 
need the following definition. Let e(x) be a polynomial 
over I;z of positive degree. Let m, be the least common 
multiple (LCM) of the degrees of the irreducible factors of 
e(x) over F2. Obviously, 2 me is the order of the splitting 
field of e(x). We say that m, is the degree of the splitting 
field of e(x). If e(x) = 1, we define m, = 1. 
Theorem I: If a polynomial g(x) generates an optimum 
b-burst-correcting code, then it can be factored as 
e(x)p(x), where e(x) and p(x) satisfy the following 
conditions: 
1) the polynomial e(x) is a square-free polynomial of 
degree b - 1 which is not divisible by x; 
2) the polynomial p(x) is a primitive polynomial of 
degree m  2 b + 1 such that m  = 0 (mod m,), where 
m, is the degree of the splitting field of e(x). 
Since the proof of this theorem, which plays a central 
role in the present paper, is omitted in [4], we prove it in 
Appendix I. 
Elspas and Short [4] have also studied four-burst-cor- 
recting codes generated by (1 + x3)p(x), where p(x) is a 
primitive polynomial of even degree m  2 6. They found 
that no such code exists for m  < 10 and that for m  = 10 
there exist ten codes while for m  = 12 there are 26 c0des.l 
Elspas and Short also studied four-burst-correcting codes 
generated by (1 + x + x3)p(x), where p(x) is a primitive 
polynomial of degree m  such that 31m and m  2 6. They 
reported that no such code exists for m  < 9, and that they 
exist for m  = 9, 12. No optimum b-burst-correcting code 
has been reported in the literature for b > 4. 
‘Unfortunately, typographical errors occurred in two of the generator 
polynomials reported for m  = 10, namely, (01) (012) (0234,lO) and 
(01) (012)(0123458,10). The polynomials (0234,lO) and (0123458,lO) are 
not primitive and thus violate Condition 2 of Theorem 1. These poly- 
nomials should be replaced by (0235,lO) and (023458,lO). The first 
erroneous generator polynomial is found in numerous tables of burst-cor- 
recting codes reported in the literature, e.g., [5, p. 3731, [6, p. 3641, [7, 
p. 2711, [8, p. 1151. 
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In this paper, we will show that for every b, for every 
polynomial e(x) subject to condit ion 1  of Theorem 1, and  
for every sufficiently large m = 0  (mod m,), a primitive 
polynomial p(x) of degree m exists such that e(x)p( x) 
generates an  opt imum b-burst-correcting code of length 
2” - 1. F irst, in Section II, we will derive condit ions on  
the primitive polynomial p(x) which ensure that e(x) p (x ) 
generates an  opt imum b-burst-correcting code. Then, in 
Section III, we will argue using some results from algebraic 
geometry, name ly, W e il’s estimates for character sums, 
that for sufficiently large m = 0  (mod m,), polynomials 
p(x) of degree m exist satisfying the condit ions stated in 
Section II. 
The  conjecture of Abramson that, for every even m 2 4 
there exists an  opt imum three-burst-correcting code of 
length 2” - 1, is proved in Section IV. W e  also prove, in 
Section V, that for every even m 2 10  an  opt imum four- 
burst-correcting code of length 2” - 1  exists. F inally, in 
Section VI, we give an  explicit example of an  opt imum 
five-burst-correcting code of length 215 - 1. 
II. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR OPTIMUM CYCLIC 
BURST-CORRECTING CODES 
Let C be  an  [n, n  - r] binary linear code. A cyclic burst 
of length b, b 2 1, is a  binary n-tuple, (ui)Oli< n, whose 
nonzero components,  considered cyclically, are confined to 
a  string of length b, but not smaller. In other words, 
c$;i;n, is a  burst of length b if for some integer 1, 
{l,r+l,*.I, 
u = u  
= 1  and vi = 0  for i P 
I’+ b L’,“,‘where all integers are considered 
modu lo n. The burst ( ui)0 5  i < n  can be  represented as 
x’B(x)mod x” + 1, where B(x) = CF:t u[+~x~. 
Let 
condit ion is satisfied if (2.2) does not hold for 0  I I < 2” 
- 1  and for all distinct polynomials B,(x), B*(x) E .%‘)b*. 
Thus it remains to prove that B,(x) = x/B*(x) if (2.2) 
holds with B,(x) = B*(x), or if at least one  of the poly- 
nomials B,(x) or B*(x) is zero or equal  to e(x). Suppose 
that (2.2) holds with B,(x) = B*(x) #  0. Then  p(x)11 + 
x’, which implies 2” - 111, and  hence 1  = 0. Secondly, if 
B,(x) or B*(x) is zero, then clearly the other one  is also 
zero. F inally, suppose that (2.2) holds with B,(x) or B*(x) 
equal  to e(x) and  none of them is zero. Then  e(x)lBi(x) 
+ x’B2(x) implies that B,(x) = B*(x) = e(x), and  I = 0. 
Next, we will give a  different form for the necessary and 
sufficient condit ion of Lemma 1. F irst, we need some more 
notation. Let h be the period of e(x). Then  hj2” - 1, the 
length of the code. For each B(x) E .5@$ define the integer 
a(B) uniquely by 
B(x) = xncB) (mod p(x)), 0  I a(B) < 2” - 1. 
The  integer a(B) is called the index of B(x). 
The condit ion B,(x) + x/B,(x) f 0  (mod p(x)) can 
then be  stated as a(B,) - a(B,) f 1  (mod2” - 1). Hence 
the necessary and sufficient condit ion stated in Lemma 1  
is equivalent to a  set of condit ions of the form a(B,) - 
a(B,) $ I (mod 2” - l), where 0  < I < 2” - 1  and 
B,(x), B*(x) E 9?$ are distinct polynomials such that 
B,(x) + x’B2(x) = 0 (mod e(x)). However, if B,(x) + 
x/B,(x) = 0  (mod e(x)), then B,(x) + x”B2(x) = 0 
(mod e(x)) for all 1’ = 1  (mod h). Thus the condit ions can 
be  written in the form a( B,) - a( B2) f I (mod h), where 
0  I I < h, and B,(x), B*(x) as described before. 
Although this is not yet the final form we shall obtain 
for the necessary and sufficient condit ion stated in Lemma 
9,= {f(x) ~I;,[x]:degf(x) < b,f(O) #O}. (2.1) 
1, let us study a  specific example. 
Then  x’B(x)mod x” + 1, where 0  I I < n, represents a  
burst of length < b, if and  only if B(x) E .G%?~. 
The following lemma gives necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions for a  cyclic code generated by e(x)p(x), where 
e(x) and  p(x) satisfy condit ions 1  and 2  of Theorem 1, to 
be  a  b-burst-correcting code. W e  define 9: = gb  - 
M Q I. 
Lemma 1: Let e(x) and  p(x) satisfy condit ions 1  and 
2  of Theorem 1. Then e( x)p( x) generates a  b-burst-cor- 
recting code which is opt imum and of length 2” - 1  if and  
only if for 0  I I < 2m - 1  and for all distinct polynomials 
B,(x), B,(x) E S?)b*, B,(x) + x/B,(x) = 0 (mod e(x)) im- 
plies B,(x) + x/B*(x) + 0 (mod p(x)). 
Proof: In general, a  l inear code is a  b-burst-correcting 
code if and  only if no  codeword except the all-zero code- 
word is the sum of two cyclic bursts of length b or less. 
Hence e(x)p(x) generates a  b-burst-correcting code if 
and  only if, for 0  I I < n  and for all polynomials B,(x) 
and B*(x) whose degrees are less than b, 
B,(X) +  x’B2(x) =  0 (mod e(x)p(x)) (2.2) 
Example 
Let b = 4, and  e(x) = 1  + x3 = (1 + x)(1 + x + x2). 
Clearly, e(x) satisfies condit ion 1. Now let p(x) be a  
primitive polynomial of even degree m 2 6. Then  p(x) 
satisfies condit ion 2. In this example, h = 3  and 
37; = {l,l + x,1 + x*,1 + x + x*,1 + x + x3,1 + x2 + 
x3, 1  + x + x2 + x3 }. W e  consider the 21  different pairs 
of distinct polynomials B,(x), B*(x) E .%?t, and  for each 
pair we look for all values of I, 0  I I < 3, such that B,(x) 
+ x/B*(x) = 0  (mod1 + x3). For each value of I satisfy- 
ing this congruency, p(x) must satisfy a( B,) - a( B,) f: 1  
(mod3). For example, let B,(x) = 1  and B*(x) = 1 + x. 
Then  1  + ~‘(1 + x) f 0  (mod 1  + x3) for I = O ,l, 2. 
Hence no  condit ion is imposed on  p(x) by the pair 
(1,l + x). In fact, the only pairs which impose condit ions 
on  p(x) are (1,l + x + x3), (1,l + x2 + x3), (1 + x, 1  + 
x2), (1 + x, 1  + x + x2 + x3), (1 + x*,1 + x + x2 + x3), 
(1 + x + x3, 1  + x2 + x3). For example, for the pair (1,l 
+ x + x3), we have 1  + ~‘(1 + x + x3) = 0  (mod1 + x3) 
for 0  < 1 < 3, if and  only if I= 2. Hence this pair imposes 
the condit ion a(l) - a(1 + x + x3) f 2  (mod3). Study- 
implies B,(x) + x’B2(x) = 0. This lemma says that this ing the six pairs, the following six condit ions can be  
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deduced: 
1) a(l) - a(1 + x + x3) + 2 (mod3), 
2) a(l) - a(1 + x2 + x3) + 1 (mod3), 
3) a(1 + x) - a(1 + x2) $ 1 (mod3), 
4) a(l+x)-u(l+x+~~+~~)f2 (mod3), 
5) a(1 + x2) - a(1 + x + x2 + x3) f 1 (mod3), 
6) a(1 + x + x3) - a(1 + x2 + x3) f 2 (mod3). 
These conditions on p(x) can be further simplified. For 
this we define 9b to be the set of all irreducible poly- 
nomials of degrees less than b and not including x, i.e., 
9$ = { f(x) E ab : f(x) is irreducible}. (2.3) 
From the unique factorization theorem, it follows that any 
polynomial B(x) E c#~ of positive degree, i.e., B(x) # 1, 
can be factored uniquely as 
Hence 
u(B) = u(fl) + u(f2) + e-m +u(f,) (mod2” - 1). 
(2.4) 
We also have u(l) = 0. Hence the conditions on p(x) can 
be written in the form 
c A,&) f l bdh) 
for some values of X,, 0 I X, I h - 1. The set of condi- 
tions a(&) - u(B,) f I (mod h) for 0 I I < h, and for 
all pairs of distinct polynomials B,(x), B*(x) E %Y(b* 
such that B,(x) + xlB2(x) = 0 (mod e(x)), and where 
u(B,), a(B,) are expressed in terms of u(f) for f(x) E 9b 
as in (2.4), will be called the Abramson-Elspus-Short 
( AES) conditions associated with e(x). From this formu- 
lation of the condition stated in Lemma 1, we get the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2: A polynomial g(x) generates an optimum 
b-burst-correcting code if and only if it can be factored as 
e(x)p(x), where 
1) the polynomial e(x) is a square-free polynomial of 
degree b - 1 which is not divisible by x; 
2) the polynomial p(x) is a primitive polynomial of 
degree m 2 b + 1 such that m = 0 (mod m,), where 
me is the degree of the splitting field of e(x); 
3) the polynomial p(x) satisfies the AES conditions 
associated with e(x). 
Now, let us return to the example and find the AES 
conditions associated with 1 + x3. 
Example (Continued): We have gd = { 1 + x, 1 + x + 
x2,1 + x + x3,1 + x2 + x3}. As in (2.4), a(1 + x2) = 
2u(l + x) and a(1 + x + x2 + x3) = 3u(l + x). We also 
have u(l) = 0. Substituting this in the six conditions de- 
rived earlier and using the simpler notation a, = a(1 + x), 
u2 = a(1 + x + x3), u3 = a(1 + x2 + x3), we get the fol- 
lowing four conditions modulo 3: 
1) a, P 2, 
2) a,fl, 
3) a3f2, 
4) u2 + 2u, f 2. 
These are the AES conditions associated with 1 + x,~. 
They have the following solutions: 
a, mod3 a, mod 3 a3 mod 3 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 2 1 
1 2 1 
If b = 1, then e(x) = 1. In this case the set .@?$ is 
empty, and hence no AES conditions are imposed on 
p(x). (Of course, this is not the shortest proof that Ham- 
ming codes are single-error-correcting codes!) In case b = 
2, e(x) = 1 + x, and the set .%‘(b* contains only one poly- 
nomial, which is one. Again, this means that no AES 
conditions are imposed on p(x). Hence (1 + x)p(x), 
where p(x) is a primitive polynomial of degree m 2 3, 
generates an optimum two-burst-correcting code of length 
2” - 1. Such codes are known as Abramson codes [3]. We 
have nothing more to say about the cases b = 1 or 2. In 
the rest of this paper we consider b 2 3. 
Obviously, it is necessary to know whether the AES 
conditions associated with a polynomial e(x) satisfying 
condition 1 have solutions. In the example, we note that 
a( f ) = 0 (mod 3) for all f(x) E 9d is a solution of the 
AES conditions associated with 1 + x3. The next theorem 
gives a generalization of this result. 
Theorem 3: Let e(x) be a square-free polynomial of 
degree b - 1 which is not divisible by x. Let h be its 
period. Then u(f) = 0 (mod h) for f(x) E %$ is a solu- 
tion of the AES conditions associated with e(x). 
Proof: Suppose, to get a contradiction, that u(f) = 0 
(mod h) for f(x) E 9b is not a solution of the AES 
conditions. Then, there exist an integer 1, 0 I 1~ h and 
two distinct polynomials B,(x), B,(x) E .G8$ such that 
B,(x) + x’B2(x) = 0 (mode(x)) and u(B,) - u(Z3,) = I 
(mod h). However, if u(f) = 0 (mod h) for f(x) E sb, 
then, from (2.4), it follows that u(B) = 0 (mod h) for all 
B(x) E 97; and in particular for B,(x) and B*(X). Hence 
1 = 0 and B,(x) + B*(X) = 0 (mode(x)). Since B,(x) 
and B*(x) are distinct and of degree I b - 1, it follows 
that B,(x) + B*(X) = e(x). This contradicts B,(O) = 
B*(O) = e(0) = 1, which follows from definition (2.1) and 
the hypotheses of the theorem. n 
III. THE EXISTENCE OF OPTIMUM CYCLIC 
BURST-CORRECTING CODES 
In this section, the most important result of this paper is 
proved. Let e(x) be a polynomial which satisfies condition 
1. We will prove that, for alI sufficiently large m subject to 
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condit ion 2, a  primitive polynomial p(x) of degree m 
exists which satisfies condit ion 3. For such p(x), the 
polynomial e(x)p( x) generates an  opt imum cyclic b- 
burst-correcting code of length 2” - 1. 
This result looks very plausible. There are +(2” - 1)/m 
primitive polynomials of degree m, where + is Euler’s 
function. Hence, for large m, the number  of primitive 
polynomials of degree m becomes very large, and  one 
should be  able to find a  good polynomial among them. 
Unfortunately, to make this argument rigorous, we need 
advanced mathematical tools. In this section, we use W e il’s 
estimates of character sums with polynomial arguments as 
presented in, e.g., [9, ch. 51, [lo, ch. II]. 
Let b  2  3, and  let e(x) be  a  polynomial which satisfies 
condit ion 1. Let h be the period of e(x), and  let m, the 
degree of its splitting field. It follows that h 2 3. Let m be 
an  integer, m 2 b + 1, such that m = 0 (mod m,). A 
mu ltiplicative character of 1;4, where q = 2”, is denoted by 
x. A character x of order j is denoted by x j. In particular, 
x1 is the trivial character. By definition, x(O) = 0. As 
usual, Fq* denotes the mu ltiplicative group of Fq. The 
following lemma can easily be  proved. 
Lemma 2: Let z be  an  indeterminate, and  let 5  E C be  
a  primitive h th root of unity. Then  
h-l h-l 
,g (1 - ztj> =  c zj- 
j=O 
A proof of the following lemma appears in [ll]. 
Lemma 3: Let 
e4 = c h-1 9 c X(4 Xk’X1 
where a: E Fq* and p  is the Mob ius function. Then  
444 = (i’ 
if cy is primitive, 
otherwise. 
In the following, i= { fi(x); . . , fM(x)} is a  
empty subset of the set sb, which is def ined in (2.3). 
Lemma 4: Let 
M  h-l 
(3-l) 
non- 
..-. - 
w = 444 g ~~oxiwYit4) (3.2) 
where (Y E Fq*, $(a) is as def ined in (3.1) and  the Z i’s are 
integers. Then  
i 
h”, if 1y is primitive and for all 
e(a) = 1  I i I M, a, = Zi (mod h), 
wherefi(a) = &, 0  I a, < 2” - 1, 
0, otherwise. 
Proof: From Lemma 3, it follows that @((Y) = 0  if (Y is 
not primitive. So let cx be  primitive, and  apply Lemma 2  
with z = x&-$(a)) = xh(&-“) to get 
M  h-l 
e(a) = n  n  (1 - 5jXh(dq) 
i=l j=l 
where < E C is a  primitive h th root of unity. The  proof is 
obvious from the above form. n  
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In the next lemma, W e il’s estimates are used. F irst, we 
state them. 
Weil’s Estimates [9, p. 2251: Let x be  a  mu ltiplicative 
character of order j > 1, and  let f E FJx] be a  poly- 
nomial which is not a  jth power of a  polynomial. Let s be  
the number  of distinct roots of f in its splitting field over 
Fq. Then we have 
1  c x(f(a))l s ts - 1w** 
CXEFq 
In the following lemma, we need to estimate character 
sums over Fq* rather than Fq. Write f(x) = xLw(x) for 
nonnegat ive integer L such that w(0) #  0. Suppose that 
w(x) is a  polynomial of positive degree that is not a  jth 
power of a  polynomial. Let s’ denote the number  of 
distinct roots of w(x) in its splitting field over Fq. If 
L = 0, then 
1  c x((f(a))l 51  c xUfW)l + 1  
asFq* Ci”Fq 
s (s’ - 1)q 112 + 1 5 ,fq’? 
On the other hand, if L + 0, then x(f(0)) = 0, and  we get 
/ c xM4) 1  =I c x((f(4ll s s?Y*, 
Cl’Fq* CYEFq 
since f(x) has in this case s’ + 1  distinct roots. Thus, in 
both cases, we get 
/ c XWW) / s e”*. (3.3) 
asFq* 
Lemma 5: 
1 c e(a) - +(q - l)/ 5  A@, F)q”*dtq - 1) 
CdEF$ 
where e(a) is as def ined in Lemma 4, d is the divisor 
function, and  A(h, %) = (h - l)h”-%zldegf,. 
Proof: From (3.2), we have 8(cw) = J/(o) + R(a), 
where 
h-l h-l 
R(4 =  $44 c **- c xwv-lw) 
i, =0  i,=o 
(il;..,iM) #  (O;..,O) 
. . . . xp(a-'qM((Y)). (3.4) 
Summing over all (Y E Fq*, and using Lemma 3, we get 
C e(a) = +(4 - 1) + C W . 
CtEFq* C%EFq*  
Hence, the proof of the lemma depends on  showing that 
la~z~(.)l 5  6- l)h”-’ $depf,)41/‘d(p - 1). 
(3.5) 
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From (3.1), we have, by considering a typical term in the 
sum of the right side of (3.4) 
$+>X~(d~fl(~>) *** Xi++ffM(4) 
=xT 
c XwXih'(~-"f1w) 
b-1 xk=xl 
. . . . Xih"(@fMW). (3.6) 
In the inner sum, x = xi for some Jk. Hence 
xj(~)x~(~-‘lr,(~>) *‘* xk+-‘“fM(a)) 
= Xq-1(aW4) 
where 
L = (q - 1) ; - $I, + . * * 
i 
+I,) 
i 
and 
w(x) = tyj(r,(x,)cq-l)itlh. 
The polynomial w(x) is a polynomial of positive degree 
which is not a (q - 1)st power of a polynomial since 
(il; . e9 iM) # (0; * *, O)andO_<i,<h-lforl<tIM. 
The number of distinct roots of w(x) in its splitting field 
is CKlu(i,) deg f,, where u(i) is defined over the nonnega- 
tive integers as u(O) = 0 and u(i) = 1 for i 2 1. Hence 
from (3.3), we get 
t=1 
Using (3.6) and noting that there are exactly k characters 
x such that xk = x1, we get 
c #(a)x>(tdf,(~)) **’ &(& M (Y f ( 
CXEFq* 
))I 
2 t~~~(it)(degf,)q’/2d(q - 1). 
Using (3.4) along with the foregoing inequality, we get 
p;q 5 x *-* tzo ~l.ti,) 
(il,...,iM) # (O;..,O) 
-@egf,)q”*d(q - 1) 
= 5 hMM1 h~1u(it)(degf,)q1/2d(q - 1) 
t=1 i,=l 
where we have interchanged the order of summation. Since 
u(i) = 1 for i > 1, (3.5) is proved. F 
From Lemma 4, C, E F. e(a) is hM times the number of 
primitive elements (Y s&h that ui = Zi (mod h), where 
fi(a) = ff”’ for 1 I i I M. Hence if C, E ..&a) > 0, then 
such a primitive element exists, and its” minimal poly- 
nomial over F2 is a primitive polynomial, p(x), of degree 
m that satisfies ui = Ii (mod h), where fi(x) = xai 
(mod p(x)) for 1 I i I M. From Lemma 5, it follows that 
if +(q - 1) - A(h, 9)q1/*d(q - 1) > 0, then&-p*@) 
> 0. However, from [12, pp. 260-2671, we have f& any 
given c > 0, d(q - 1) < q’ and +(q - 1) > q’-’ for suffi- 
ciently large q. Since A( h, 9) does not depend on q, +( q 
- 1) - A(h, .F)ql/*d(q - 1) > 0 for sufficiently large q. 
By taking 9 to be the set 9& and Zi = 0 for all 1 2 i I M, 
the above argument implies that for sufficiently large m, 
subject to condition 2, a primitive polynomial p(x) exists 
of degree m such that u(f) = 0 (mod h) for all f E .5Fb, 
where f(x) = xa(f) (mod p(x)). From Theorem 3, such 
p(x) satisfies the AES conditions associated with e(x), 
and, by Theorem 2, the polynomial e(x)p(x) generates an 
optimum cyclic b-burst-correcting code. So we have proved 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 4: Let e(x) be a square-free polynomial of 
degree b - 1 which is not divisible by x. Then, for all 
sufficiently large m = 0 (mod m,), where m, is the degree 
of the splitting field of e(x), a primitive polynomial p(x) 
of degree m exists such that e(x)p(x) generates an opti- 
mum b-burst-correcting code of length 2” - 1. 
IV. THREE-BURST-CORRECTING CODES 
For b = 3, the only polynomial e(x) which satisfies 
condition 1 is 1 + x + x2. Hence the generator poly- 
nomial of a cyclic three-burst-correcting code has the form 
(1 + x + x2)p(x), where p(x) is a primitive polynomial 
of even degree m 2 4 which satisfies the AES conditions 
associated with 1 + x + x2. It can be verified that these 
conditions reduce to one condition, namely, a(1 t x) + 2 
(mod 3). Abramson [l] found primitive polynomials which 
satisfy this condition for m = 4,6,8,10, and he conjec- 
tured that they exist for all even m 2 4. Elspas and Short 
[4] found all primitive polynomials of degree m which 
satisfy the same condition for m = 4,6,8,10,12. 
In this section, we prove the Abramson conjecture. First, 
we state and prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 6: Let m 2 4 be an even integer, and suppose 
that every primitive element a! in Fq, q = 2”, satisfies 
a = 2 (mod 3), where 1 + (Y = ~9. Then +(q - l)/(q - 1) 
< l/3. 
Proof: Let n = q - 1, and let Q,(x) be the nth 
cyclotomic polynomial. From the hypotheses, every primi- 
tive element in Fq satisfies 1 + x = xa for some a = 2 
(mod 3). Raising this equation to the n/3rd power, we find 
that every primitive element in Fq satisfies (1 + x)“13 = 
xZni3, which implies 
Q,(x)](l + x)“‘” + x*“‘~. (4.1) 
On the other hand, Q,(x)](l + x”), and (1 + x”) = (1 + 
xd3)(1 + xd3 + -p/3 ). Since gcd(Q,(x),l + ~“1~) = 
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1, it follows that 
Qnb)ll + x43 + x*n/3 
From (4.1) and (4.2), it follows that 
Q,(x)](l + x)~‘~ + 1 + x”‘~. 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
However, (1‘ + x) n/3 + 1 + x”13 # 0 for n > 3, i.e., m > 
2. Since deg Q,Jx) = +(n), and deg((l + x)“13 + 1 + 
x”13) < n/3, (4.3) implies +(n) < n/3. n 
In the following, m is an even number, m 2 4, and 
q = 2”. Let s= (1 + x} and I, = 2 in Lemma 4. Then 
c .@(a)/3 a E Fq gives the number of primitive elements (Y in 
.F4 such that a = 2 (mod 3) where 1 + cy = aa. If every 
primitive element in Fq satisfies this condition, then 
c *e(a)/3 a E Fq = +(q - 1). In that case, Lemma 5 implies 
444 - 1) 5 $‘*d(q - 9, since A(h, 9) = 2. The follow- 
ing lemma, which is proved in Appendix II, gives a condi- 
tion on q - 1 which satisfies this inequality. 
Lemma 7: If +(q - 1) I ql/*d(q - l), then q - 1 has 
at most four distinct prime factors. 
However, if q - 1 has at most four distinct prime fac- 
tors, then +(q - l)/(q - 1) 2 (1 - l/3)(1 - l/5)(1 - 
l/7)(1 - l/11) > l/3. Lemma 6 then implies the ex- 
istence of a primitive root (Y such that a f 2 (mod 3) 
where 1 + 01 = &. The minimal polynomial of such a 
primitive element over F2 is a primitive polynomial p(x) 
of degree m which satisfies a + 2 (mod 3), where 1 + x = 
Y’ (mod p(x)). Since such a polynomial satisfies the AES 
condition associated with 1 + x + x2, we have proved the 
following result. 
Theorem 5: For every even m 2 4, there exists an opti- 
mum cyclic three-burst-correcting code of length 2” - 1. 
V. FOUR-BURST-CORRECTING CODES 
For b = 4, three polynomials exist that satisfy condition 
1, namely, 1 + x3, 1 + x + x3, and 1 + x2 + x3. If 
2 (x)p (x) generates a four-burst-correcting code, then so 
does x’e(x-‘)p(x-‘), where r = deg(e(x)p(x)). Since 
1 + x2 + x3 = xP3(1 + x + x3), we may consider only 
optimum codes generated by (1 + x3)p(x) and (1 + x + 
x3)p(x), In this section, we will be concerned with opti- 
mum four-burst-correcting codes generated by (1 + 
x3)p(x). Condition 2 implies that p(x) is a primitive 
polynomial of even degree m 2 6. Elspas and Short [4] 
found that such codes do not exist for m < 10 and showed 
that they exist for m = 10,12. In this section, we will 
prove that such codes exist for all even m 2 10. 
In the following, we let m denote an even integer, 
m 2 6, and q = 2”. The AES conditions associated with 
1, + x3 are deduced in the example of Section II. Note that 
u(l+x)=u(l+x+x3)=u(l+x2+x3)=O(mod3) 
is a solution of these conditions. We define 9= (1 + x, 1 
+ x + x3, 1 + x2 + x3 } and look for a primitive element 
LY in Fq which satisfies a = 0 (mod 3) where f(a) = aa, 
for every f E 9. From Lemmas 4 and 5, it follows that 
such a primitive element exists if +(q - 1) > 
A(h, S)ql’*d(q - l), where A(h, S) = 126 in our case. 
The minimal polynomial of such a primitive element is a 
primitive polynomial of degree m which satisfies the AES 
conditions associated with 1 + x3. The following lemma is 
proved in Appendix II. 
Lemma 8: If q = 2” for some even m 2 26, then +(q 
- 1) > 126q”*d(q - 1). 
From this lemma, it follows that optimum cyclic four- 
burst-correcting codes, whose generator polynomials have 
the form (1 + x3)p(x), exist for all even m 2 26, where 
m = deg p(x). For every even m, 10 < m < 24, we found, 
by computer search, a primitive polynomial p(x) of de- 
gree m which satisfies the AES conditions. These poly- 
nomials are exhibited in Table I, where p(x) = C~zopixi 
is represented by listing the i’s for which pi = 1. Thus the 
following theorem is proved. 
TABLE1 
PRIMITIVE POLYNOMIALS SATISFYING THE AES CONDITIONS 
ASSGCIATBDWITH~ f x3 
m 
10 (0235,lO) 
P(X) 
12 (012578!$11,12) 
14 (0168,14) 
16 (07,10,12,13,14,16) 
18 (0245689,10,11,12,18) 
20 (02347,10,14,17,20) 
22 (0159,22) 
24 (012348,11,12,13,16,18,19,20,22,24) 
Theorem 6: For every even m 2 10 there exists an opti- 
mum cyclic four-burst-correcting code of length 2” - 1. 
In case of optimum four-burst-correcting codes gener- 
ated by (1 + x + x3)p(x), and in general optimum b- 
burst-correcting codes generated by e(x)p(x), the same 
procedure can be used to determine the possible lengths of 
such codes. First, we find the AES conditions associated 
with e(x). Then we use Lemma 5, along with Lemmas 14 
and 15 in Appendix II, to find a number m* such that for 
all m2m* and subject to condition 2 optimum b- 
burst-correcting codes of length 2” - 1 exist. For m < m*, 
a computer search can be used to look for a primitive 
polynomial p(x) of degree m which satisfies the AES 
conditions. Unfortunately, the complexity of this tech- 
nique becomes very large even for moderate values of b. 
VI. FIVE-BURST-CORRECTINGCODES 
Elspas and Short [4] reported that no optimum cyclic 
five-burst-correcting code exists with a length 4095 or less. 
From Theorem 4, we know that such codes exist for 
sufficiently large lengths. In this section, we will give the 
generator polynomial of an optimum five-burst-correcting 
code of length 215 - 1. 
For b = 5, the polynomial e(x) = (1 + x)(1 + x + x3) 
= 1 + x2 + x3 + x4 satisfies Condition 1. From Theorem 
2, the polynomial (1 + x2 + x3 + x4)p(x) generates an 
optimum five-burst-correcting code if and only if p(x) is a 
primitive polynomial of degree m such that 3(m, m 2 6, 
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and p(x) satisfies the AES conditions associated with 
1 + x2 + x3 + xs4, which consist of the following 28 in- 
congruences modulo 7: 
1) a, f 3, 
2) a,$5 
3) a, + 6a, f 5 
4) a, + 3a, f 4 
5) a, + 2u, f 6 
6) a, + 6a, f 6 
7) a, + 3u, f 1 
8) a, + 2u, f 4 
9) u,+u,fl 
10) a, + u2 + 6u, f 4 
11) u3 f 4 
12) u2 + 6u, f 1 
13) u4 f 6 
14) u2 + 6u, f 6 
15) u3 + 6u, + 5 
16) u2 + 3u, + 3 
17) u* + 3u, z 2 
18) u5 $ 2. 
19) u2 + 6u, f 3 
20) u3 + 6u, f 2 
21) u4 + 6u, f 4 
22) u* + 3u, f 4 
23) a6 f 1 
24) u2 + 6u, f 4 
25) a3 + 6a, f 3 
26) u4 + 6u, f 5 
27) u2 + 3u, f 1 
28) a5 + 6u, $ 1 
where a, = a(1 + x), u2 = a(1 + x + x2), u3 = a(1 + 
x2 + x3), u4 = a(1 + x + x4), a, = a(1 + x3 + x4), and 
U 6= a(1 + x + x2 + x3 + x4). 
We looked for a primitive polynomial of degree 15 that 
satisfies these conditions. Lemma 5 does not guarantee the 
existence of such polynomial. Fortunately, we found that 
the polynomial 1 + x + x2 + x3 + x5 + x9 + x1’ + xl3 
+ x1’ does satisfy t e h AES conditions associated with 
1 + x2 + x3 + x4. Hence the polynomial (1 + x2 + x3 + 
x4)(1 + x + x2 + x3 + x5 + x9 + xl0 + x1’ + xr5) gen- 
erates an optimum five-burst-correcting code of length 
215 - 1. 
APPENDIX I 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let g(x) be the generator polynomial of an optimum cyclic 
b-burst-correcting code of length 2m - 1. Then deg g(x) = m + 
b - 1, and g(x)]xzm-1 + 1. This implies that g(x) is a square- 
free polynomial which is not divisible by x. Write g(x) = 
fl( x) . . * fk (x) for some k where the polynomials ji( x), 1 I i 
I k are distinct irreducible polynomials. Let r, and hi denote 
the degree and the period of fi(x), respectively. Then Cfz,ri = m 
+ b - 1. Since h(x)]x2”-’ + 1, it follows that ‘;lm, which 
implies ri I m for 1 I i I k. Since g(x) must have period 
2m - 1, which is the code length, then 2” - 1 = LCM 
(h,,. . ., hk). Since hi)2’I - 1, it follows that 
2” - llLCM(2’1 - 1;..,2” - 1). (A.11 
From a result in [13], it follows that if m # 6, then a prime v 
exists such that ~12~ - 1 and s + 2m’ - 1 for all m’ < m. Thus 
(A.l) implies that if m # 6, then r/ = m for some j, where 
1 I j I k. The same conclusion holds for m = 6, since if ri < m 
and r;lrn for all 1 I i I k, then LCM (2’1 - 1,...,2’k - 1)](22 
- 1)(23 - 1) = 21 < 26 - 1, contradicting (Al). Thus 5 = m 
for some j, 1 I j I k. Such j is unique, since if it is not, then 
m + b - 1 = Cf= lri 2 2m, which contradicts the Rieger bound 
m 2 b + 1. Without loss of generality, let j = 1. Next, we prove 
that h, = 2” - 1. We have (xhl + l)g(x)/f,(x) = 0 
(mod g(x)). Since deg(g(x)/“i(x)) = b - 1, the code is not a 
b-burst-correcting code unless h, = 2” - 1. Thus fi(x) is a 
primitive polynomial of degree m. We take p(x) = fi(x) and 
e(x) = g(x)/f,(x) to get Theorem 1. n 
APPENDIX II 
In this Appendix, we will prove Lemmas 7 and 8. First, we 
study the arithmetical function n(n) = +( n)/( d( n) n1/2) for odd 
values of n. The function q(n) is multiplicative. If p is a prime 
and c is a positive integer, then 
Il(PC) = 
Pc’2(1 - l/P) 
c+l 
The following four lemmas can be deduced easily from (A.2). 
Lemma 9: If 1 I ci < c2, where c1 and c2 are integers, and if 
p is an odd prime, then n( ~‘1) I v( ~‘2). 
Lemma IQ: If c is a nonnegative integer, and p1 and p2 are 
primes with p1 I p2, then v(p;) I q(p;). 
Lemma II: If c is a nonnegative integer and p is a prime, 
then V(P)’ 5 dp’>. 
Lemma 12: For p = 3 or 5, q(p) < 1, and for any prime 
p 2 7, we have q(p) > 1. 
In the following lemma, we define vi to be the i th odd prime, 
so that ri = 3, +rr2 = 5; . ., etc. 
Lemma 13: Let A 2 1 and suppose that n(n) < A for some 
odd n. Then, n has at most k distinct prime factors, where k is 
the smallest positive integer such that II~~i%l(~i) 2 A. 
Proof: Write n = pf’ . .. p,?, where the pi’s are distinct odd 
pfimes, Pi < Pi + I for 1 I i < r, and the c,‘s are positive in- 
tegers. From Lemma 9 and the fact that n is multiplicative, we 
have II;=,q(pi) _< II~=,~(p~) = n(n) < A. From the definition 
of 7ri it follows that rj I pi for 1 I i < r. Lemma 10 then gives 
II;=,q(q) I TI~,,~(pi) <A. Since A 2 1, Lemma 12 and the 
definition of k imply that k 2 2. If r > k, then by Lemma 12 we 
have IIi,in(~~) 2 II~~tin(~i). Hence II,k=$(r,) <A, which 
contradicts the definition of k. n 
Proof of Lemma 7: Suppose that q - 1 has more than four 
distinct prime factors. Then q - 1 > 3 X 5 x 7 = 105. However, 
4 1’2 < l.Ol(q - 1) ‘I2 for q > 105. Hence we have ‘p(q - 1) < 
l.Ol(q - 1)lj2d(q - l), i.e., q(q - 1) < 1.01. By applying 
Lemma 13, we get a contradiction to the assumption that q - 1 
has more than four distinct prime factors. n 
Now we proceed to prove Lemma 8. We need an upper bound 
on n, where n is odd and satisfies n(n) < A for a given A > 0. 
Lemma 14: Ifn(n)<Aforsomeoddintegern=p;l . ..p.“, 
and A > 0, then ci + . . . +c, 5 K, where K is the smallest 
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positive integer such that 
3cK+ u/2 
- 2  8A. 
KS2 
Proof We relabel the p’s, if necessary, so that pi < ~i+~. 
From the definition of ri, we have ni I pi for 1 I i I r. Hence 
from Lemma 10, 
r I 
nq(@) I c ~(p,c’) =  q(n) <  A. (A4 
i-l i-l 
If ri 2  17, then (a,/3)“*(1 - n;‘)/(C + 1) 2 
(16/17)(17/3)‘~*(c + 1)-l > 1. Hence s($) > 3”12. By using a 
similar argument, one can prove that l.lq(13’) > 3’j2, 1.2s(llc) 
> 3c/2, 1.69(7’) > 3’/*, and 2.51(5’) > 3’j2. Hence 
(1.1)(1.2)(1.6)(2.5)~fig(~~) 2 3( 
q+ “’ +c,y2 
c + l (1 - 113)  
1 
2 3(c1+ .” +c,j/* 
2- 3 Cl + ... +c,+1’ 
From (A.3), we get 
3(q+ “. +cry2 
Cl + *-* +c,+ 1 
I ~(i.i)(i.2)(1.6)(2.5)~ < 8~. 
Since 3”/*/(a + l), for integer a  2 1, is an increasing function 
of a, it follows from the definition of K that ci + . . . + c, I K. 
n 
Lemma 15: Let A be a positive number. Define, for i 2  1, qi 
to be the smallest prime, qi 2  7, that satisfies n(3)n(5)ni(&) 2 A, 
where qi denotes the smallest prime larger than q,. Then, n(n) < 
A for odd n  implies that n I IIE1qi where K is defined in 
Lemma 14. 
Proof: Writen =pf’ ... p?,wherep, >p,+l for1 < i 5  r. 
From Lemmas 9-12 we have 
r r 
q(n) = nll(Pf’) 2 IIll<Pi>c’ 
i=l i=l 
2 4(3)V(5)I$I?(Pi)ci 
2  ?j(3)9(5)q( pj)c’+ “’ +? 
where 1 < j I r. Hence q(3)q(5)q(pj)‘l+ .” +‘I < A. From the 
definition of qi, it follows that pj 5  qc, + ._. +=, . Hence p?pp 
* f . p,‘r < 4;; qCZ 
as”%11 
. .. q:;+ ,._ +C. Since qi 2  7, then from 
Lemma 12, as the definition of qi, it follows that 
qi >_ qi+I. Hence n  = pfl . . . p: I II:=: “’ ‘+qi I lTK,q, by 
Lemma 14. n 
Proof of Lemma 8: Suppose that +(q - 1) I 126q’/‘d(q - 
1). Since m 2 26, we have q112 < l.OOOl(q - 1)112, and +(q - 
1) I 126.1(q - 1)‘12d(q - l), i.e., q(q - 1) I 126.1. We  apply 
Lemma 14 with A = 126.1 to get K = 17. We  then apply Lemma 
15 to get q < 2 89 Next, we check ~(q - l), where q = 2” for . 
every even m, 26  < m I 88. This can be done by looking at 
tables for the factorization of 2”’ - 1, e.g., [14]. We  find that 
q(q - 1) > 126.1 for all such values of m, which contradicts the 
assumption we started with. This proves Lemma 8. n 
PI 
PI 
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PI 
[71 
PI 
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